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This paper describes a method for enhancing the performance of stochastic 
approximation (s.a.) techniques and for preventing convergence to a local 
maximum other than the global maximum of the underlying regression function. 
The strategy involves computing several s.a. estimators all using the same 
observations but differing in their starting points. The s.a. estimators are then 
averaged in such a way that the weighting coefficients of all the s.a. estimators 
except he one closest (according to a criterion) to the true parameter diminish 
to zero at a rate that is asymptotically faster than the convergence rates of the 
s.a. estimators. In effect, the averaging "singles out" the s.a. estimator closest 
to the true parameter. The approach is discussed in terms of two different 
regression functions, and computer-simulation results are included. Because 
the approach is motivated by the Bayes solution, the resulting estimator is 
called the " quasi-Bayes" estimator. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Stochastic approximation (s.a.) techniques may be described as stochastic 
versions of either zero-seeking or peak-seeking (hill-climbing) methods of 
numerical analysis. The function whose zero or peak is sought is called the 
regression function. Usually the regression function is unknown but noisy 
measurements of it may be made at any level. One typically chooses a starting 
point for the estimator arbitrarily and thereafter increments the estimator 
according to an expression that involves the latest noisy observation of the 
regression function. Although convergence generally is assured regardless of 
the starting point, the starting point strongly affects the convergence rate. 
This paper contains amethod for enhancing the performance of s.a. estimators 
by reducing the influence of a poor starting point. The method involves 
computing several s.a. estimates all using the same observables but having 
different starting points. The s.a. estimators are defined on disjoint regions 
that collectively exhaust he parameter set; then the s.a. estimates are com- 
bined in a weighted average suggested by the Bayes estimator. Accordingly, 
the resulting estimator is termed the "quasi-Bayes" estimator. 
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The weighting coefficients of all the estimates except the one closest, 
according to a criterion, to the true parameter diminish to zero at an asymp- 
totically exponential rate. Thus, the convergence mechanism of the quasi- 
Bayes estimator may be viewed as twofold. The convergence to the cell 
containing the solution proceeds at an exponential rate. Thereafter the 
convergence within the cell to the true parameter occurs at the much slower 
rate contingent upon the s.a. estimator. Before delineating the method a few 
key papers are mentioned for the benefit of readers unacquainted with the 
major results of s.a. 
The advent of the s.a. method was marked by the pioneer paper of 
H. Robbins and S. Monro (1951), in which the authors presented an iterative 
scheme for determining the zero of a regression function. The following 
year, J. Kiefer and J. Wolfowitz (1952) reported a stochastic hill-climbing 
technique for determining the maximum of a regression function having one 
unknown parameter. Later, J. Blum (1954) extended Kiefer and Wolfowitz's 
approach to accommodate several unknown parameters. All these results 
were subsequently unified, strengthened, and generalized by A. Dvoretzky 
(1956). A very readable discussion of the mechanisms underlying these 
methods may be found in the book by D. Wilde (1964), Chapter 6. 
To date, to our knowledge, there have appeared only two approaches to 
the problem of improving the performance of s.a. techniques. The first 
approach was presented by H. Kesten (1958). His method is to reduce the 
step size only when the estimator changes ign, the idea being that when the 
estimator is far from the zero point or peak, no sign changes are expected, 
whereas when the estimator is close to the zero point, frequent sign changes 
will occur. The second approach is that of Cruz-Diaz (see Wilde (1964), 
p. 178). That approach is to use only the sign of the noisy measurement of 
the regression function, rather than the actual value. In this way the estimator 
takes larger steps in the regions beyond inflectional points. 
Our method differs in nature from these past performance-improving 
methods in that our method does not accelerate the convergence of the s.a. 
scheme. Rather, our method, in effect, "singles out" the best of several s.a. 
estimators. 
The mechanism underlying our method is the superefficiency of the Bayes 
estimator on a finite-parameter set. An estimator is said to be superefficient 
if its variance is smaller than O(1/n), n being the number of observables. 
L. LeCam (1953) pointed out that superefllciency is possible on a parameter 
set of Lebesgue measure zero. To motivate the averaging method as well 
as the choice of a regression function, we discuss the convergence properties 
of Bayes estimators (see Patrick (1968)) next, in Section 2. The averaging 
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method, combining the Bayes and s.a. schemes, follows in Section 3. In 
Section 4 we present an alternate formulation based on a different super- 
efficient estimator. 
2. ASYMPTOTIC SUPEREFFICIENCY OF BAYES ESTIMATOR 
A. Definitions and Preliminaries 
Let x be an /-dimensional observable random vector having density 
function h(x; b*) indexed by an s dimensional vector of parameters b* and 
belonging to a known family {h(x; b)}, b ~ ~,  where ~ is the admissible set 
of parameters. Independent observations of x are denoted by x l ,  x2 ..... For 
convenience, let Y~ denote a collection of n observables, i.e., Y~ = {x~}k~ 1 . 
Let ~v  denote a finite set of points in ~,  i.e., ~v  = {br}V=l. The Bayes 
estimator (b)~ minimizing average risk on ~v for a quadratic loss function 
(see, e.g., Lehmann (1959), p. 23) is defined by 
V 
(b). = ~ b~p(b~ BY.), (1) 
~"=1 
where p(b~ t Y.) is the a posteriori probability mass on b~, computed as 
l~k=l h(xk, br) (2) 
p(b~ I Y,) = Etv  ( I - I~=x h(xj; b,) " 
Equation (2) reflects the assumption that the initial density M v is uniform. 
This assumption has been made for simplicity and is usually appropriate. 
Including the additional factor due to a nonuniform initial density does not 
change the final result. 
Define 
• /(b) ~ E(ln h(x; b)}, (3) 
and let b.. denote the point at which ~(b) is maximized among the points 
in ~v, i.e., 
~(b~) = max {~(b,)}. (4) 
br~,~V 
We assume for simplicity that the solution of (4) is unique and that 
I n(b~)l < ~,  r = 1, 2,...., V. (5) 
Kullback (1959) has shown that if b* ~v ,  then b~ = b*. 
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B. Asymptotic Convergence Rate 
Using the foregoing definitions, we now compute an asymptotic bound 
on the expected norm-square difference between (b)~ and b,~. Denote this 
quantity by a2(n), i.e., 
where 
Using (1) and the fact that 
aZ(n) ~ E{II(b),, -- b., []~}, (6) 
we rewrite (6) as 
Letting 
[[ a ]1 ~ --: aTa.  (7) 
V 
Y p(b~ I Y~) = i, 
V V 
a2(n) = ~ ~ E{(br -- b,~)r(bt -- b~)" p(br I Y*)" p(bt I Y~)}. 
~=i t=l 
~,tCm 
R ~- mrax{] 1 b~. -- b~ []}, 
and noting that 
p(b, [ Y,)p(bs [ Y~) < p(b~ I Y~), 
the right side of (8) can be bounded to obtain 
V 
aS(n) < (V -- l) R z ~ E{p(br [ Yn)}" 
Next a bound on the expectation ofp(br ] Yn) is found. 
Using the identity w = exp(ln w), rewrite (2) as 
~--- n 1 p(br [ Y~) exp[~= 1 n h(xk; br)] 
~rvl  (numerator) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
1 n °xp In 
In view of assumption (5) and the statistical independence of h(x~ ; br), 
643] I8 ]2 -5"  
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1 ~ k ~ n, the random variable In h(x; br) obeys the strong law of large 
numbers (see Loeve (1963), p. 243). Thus, 
! 
in h(x~; br) ~ ~/(br), a.s. (almost surely), 
n k=l  
i.e., for any e > 0, there is an n(e) such that for n > n(e), 
n In h(xk; b~) --  ~7(b~) < E, with probability one. 
k=l  
Let 
e = ½ min(~?(bm) --  ~/(br)). 
Then by (12) and (13), for n > n(,), 
p(b~/Y , )  < exp(--ne), r =/= m, 
with probability one. Using (15) in (11) yields for n > n(E), 
~2(n) < (v  - 1) ~ R2 exp(--ne) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
with probability one3 Thus for sufficiently large n, the Bayes estimator on 
a finite parameter set converges at exponential rate to the parameter 
maximizing ~7. In the next section, the function 7/ is used as a regression 
function in conjunction with Blum's (1954) extension of the Kiefer- 
Wolfowitz s.a. method to illustrate the averaging technique introduced in 
this paper. 
3. AVERAGING METHOD 
A. Method 
Assume that b* is contained in a known bounded set ~ '  so that the 
ith component b, i of b* lies in the interval [~i, fii], with c~i and fl,, 
i = 1, 2 , . ,  s known. The set ~ '  is decomposed into V cells formed by 
equally subdividing each interval [~ ,  fli] into Vi subintervals, where 
$ 
I-[i=i Vi -= V. After the nth observation x~ of x is obtained, V s.a. estimates 
1 E. A. Patrick and J. P. Costello (1969, 1970) have previously obtained the bound 
a2(n) < c(v) n-", where v is the largest finite absolute moment of In h(x; b,), and c(v) 
is increasing in v. 
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(b~)n+l, 1 <~r~< V=l ,2  .... ~V are computed by means of the 
expression (cf. Kiefer and Wolfowitz (1952)), 
(b i)n+x (b~0" + a~ i i = - -  [Y~.~n --  Y~.2,-x], 
Cn 
where {an} and {Cn) are infinite sequences atisfying 
r = 2, 2,..., V, (17) 
lim cn = 0; (18a) 
n-~oo 
~a.  = m; (18b) 
• ancn < ~;  (18c) 
~t=X 
~ an2c~ 2 < c~; (18d) 
~t=l 
i i and Yr.2n and Yr,2n-1 are noisy measurements of the regression function, 
i Y~.2, = In h(x,; (b~)~ + c,e,), 
i Yr.2n-1 = In h(xn; (br)n - -  cne,). 
(19 m) 
(19b) 
The vector e~ is a column vector having 1 in the ith row and zeros elsewhere. 
In the absence of any a priori knowledge as to the location of the solution 
b* within ~.~', the starting points for the s.a. estimates are chosen to be the 
geometric enters of the cells in ~ ' .  Specifically, (br)0 is the geometric enter 
of the rth cell in ~ ' .  I f  (b~i)~+l as computed in (17) falls outside the rth cell, 
i.e., if 
I (b / )n+l  - (5 / )o  I > ~(/~ - ~3/v~, (20) 
then (bri)n+l is moved to the nearer endpoint 
(b~.~)o -4- ½(fi, - -  oq)/V. 
Thus (br~)~+l will differ in absolute value from its starting point (b/) 0 by at 
most ½(fii - -  ~xi)/V i . The relationships among these quantities are schematized 
in Fig. 1 fo rs=2,  V 1=4,  V 2=5.  
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l?m. 1. Set ~ '  containging b*. 
Having incremented the V s.a. estimates we next form a Bayes-like 
weighted average in which the V s.a. estimates play the role of a discretized 
parameter set. Ideally we should like to compute the Bayes a posteriori 
density defined in (2) at each point (br)~+l and use that quantity as the 
weighting coefficient of (b~)~+l. To do so, however, involves a growing 
computation time and requires storing all the past observables. To obviate 
these difficulties, i.e., to fabricate a recursive algorithm having a fixed storage 
requirement, we define the weighting coefficient for (br)~+ 1 to be the Bayes 
a posteriori probability mass at the starting point (br)0. Thus we form the 
"quasi-Bayes" estimator (b)~+l as 
V 
(b),+x = ~ (br),~+ap((br)o [ Y,~), (31) 
where P((b~)0 [ Yn) is the a posteriori probability mass defined in (2). Thus 
(b)n+l is a weighted average of the V s.a. estimates, the weighting coefficient 
of the rth s.a. estimate being the Bayes a posteriori probability mass at the 
center of the rth cell. Forming V s.a. estimates in this way effectively divides 
the interval of search for b.  i by Vi. By allowing n to become sufficiently 
large, (b)~+l can be made to differ from b .  by as little as desired. However, 
practical implementation of the standard Bayes method incurs a quantization 
error no matter how large n becomes. Since the weights for r :/= m converge 
rapidly to 0, only (b,,)~+l, the s.a. estimator which is best in the sense of 
maximizing ~?, survives. Accordingly, we show next that for large n the 
expected norm-square rror in (b)~ is arbitrarily close to the expected norm- 
square error in (b~)n. 
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B. Performance 
The average norm-square rror in (b)~ is 
e2(n) = e{H(b), -- b* [[2} 
V V 
= Z ~ E{[(br). -- b*]r[(bt). -- b*] 
r= l  t= l  
r , t#m 
• P((b,)o I Y,) P((b,)o [ Y,)}. (22) 
Adding and subtracting (bin) n in the bracketed terms within the sum yields 
V V 
a2(n) = ~ ~ E{[(b~). -- (bm)~]T[(b,). -- (b~)n] 
r= l  t= l  
r,~v~m 
• P((br)o [ Y.) P((b~)o [ Y~)} 
V 
+ 2E l[(bm). -- b*]r r~  m [ (b~). -  (bin).] p((br)o I Y")I 
-I- E{/l(b~), -- b* llz}. (23) 
Since the parameter set is bounded, 
II(b,)n -- (b~)~ [1 ~ R < oe. 
Using this fact and the Schwarz inequality and letting 
~m2(n) = E{l[(b~,). -- b* l[2}, 
the right side of (23) can be bounded by 
7 
a2(n) < (V  -- 1) R 2 ~ E{p((b,)o I Y~))} 
r~m 
V 
(24) 
< (V -  1)R ~ v 1 lj2 Y', E{p((b~)o i Yn))} + 2Rcr~(n) E{p(b?)o I Yn)} • 
TS~m ~- 
(25) 
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As shown in Section 2, for large n, P((br)0 IY , )< O(exp(--n~)), a.s., 
whereas by the Rao-Cramer lower bound, ¢~(n) > O(n-1), so that for large n, 
a2(n) "~ am2(n). (26) 
That is, the performance of the quasi-Bayes estimator is asymptotically 
indistinguishable from that of the s.a. estimator which is best in the sense of 
having the starting point at which the regression function is greatest. 
The reason it is meaningful to form the weighted average in (21) is that 
the Bayes algorithm converges much faster than the s.a. estimators upon 
which it is superimposed, the Bayes estimator converging at an exponential 
rate while the s.a. estimators converge at a rate proportional to n -1. In turn, 
the exponential convergence rate of the Bayes technique stems from the 
product form of the estimator and from the fact that the function ~7 is maxi- 
mized at b*. This suggests that the same behavior might be expected of any 
product-type algorithm whose solution is characterized asmaximizing some 
function defined on ~' .  With this idea in mind, we discuss in the next 
section an alternate realization of the averaging technique. The alternate 
approach is formulated in terms of a different regression function having a 
clearer geometric interpretation than 7- 
4. ALTERNATE REGRESSION FUNCTION 
In this section we introduce an alternate regression function based on a 
different (from Bayes) superefficient estimator to be used in computing the 
weighting coefficients. Define the a posteriori probability mass on (br)0 to be 
q((b~)o i Y.) = exp ~.L1 [2h(x~; (b~)o) --]] h(.; (b~)o H2]} 
~v (numerator) r=l 
: exp{2h(x.; (br)o) --II h(.; (br)o)]l ~} q((br)o I Yn-1) 
Z~L1 (numerator) 
The norm in (27) is defined by 
(27) 
Ilf(.)ll 2 = f f2(x) dx. (28) 
The quantity defined by (27) is nonnegative and sums to unity and so is 
indeed a discrete density function. 
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Define e2(b) to be the norm-square rror between the true density and 
the density indexed by b, i.e., 
e2(b) = [i h(. ; b) --h(- ; b*)[[ 2 (29a) 
= 11 h(. ; b)[I 2 --2E{h(x; b)} + IJ h(- ; b*)lL 2 (29b) 
- -  E I [h(x;  b)  - -  h (x ;  b* ) ]  2 (29c) 
h(x; b*) ," 
Note that, according to (29c), e2(b) may also be described as the expected 
fractional squared error in h(x; b). Let 
e2((b~)0) = min{e2((b,.)o)} (30) 
Dividing the numerator and denominator f (27) by the term corresponding 
to r = m, and then noting that the resulting denominator is greater than 
unity, we may bound the right side of (27) as 
Assuming that the random variable h(x; (bT)0) has finite mean and that 
h(xk ; (br)0), 1 ~< k ~< n, are statistically independent allows us to conclude 
by the strong law of large numbers that 
1 ~ 
~--1 2h(x~; (b,)o) -+ 2E{h(x; (br)o}, a.s., (32) 
n 
i.e., for n > n(E), the left side of (32) differs from the right side in absolute 
value by less than ¢, with probability one. Thus choose 
= i rn~n{e~((b~)o) _ eZ((b~)o)}. 
Then for n > n(E), 
q((b~.)0 ] Y~) < exp{- -n (1 /3 ) [e2( (b .~)o)  - -  e2((br)0)]}. (33) 
This result suggests the regression function 
F(b) = 2E{h(x; b)} --]l h(" ; b)13 (34) 
= [1 h(- ; b*)il z -- e2(b). (35) 
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I f  the true density is identifiable, i.e., uniquely resolvable into its component 
densities, then F(b) is uniquely maximizes at b*, since e2(b) is 0 if and only 
if b ~ b*. Otherwise stated, identifiability guarantees that the parameter 
maximizing F(b) indexes a density function which differs from the true 
density on a set of measure 0. 
An alternate way of implementing the averaging technique, then, is to 
use F(b) as the "hill" for the s.a. estimators to climb, and then form the 
average with q((br)0]Y~), 1 ~<r ~ V, as the weighting coefficients. 
Specifically, the ith component of (br)~+l is computed as 
= (U'~,2n r,2n-l), (36) (b ~).+a (b,.i)n + ~ i __ U i 
U¢,~. and U.,2~_1 being the noisy measurements of the regression function F, 
i . e . ,  
U~,~. ---= 2h(x.; (b~). q- c.ei) --II h(. ; (b~). -5 c.e~)[I 2, (37a) 
U~,2._ 1 = 2h(x.; (b~). - -  c,~ei) --11 h(. ; (b~). - -  c.e~)[l 2. (37b) 
With (b~).+l, 1 ~ r <~ V, computed by means of (36), the average is then 
computed as 
V 
(b)n+~ = Z (br)n+lq((br)o J Yn)" (38) 
r= l  
Using arguments paralleling those in Section 3, we conclude that the averaged 
estimator defined by (38) singles out the s.a. estimator whose starting point 
is best, in the sense that the corresponding density function is "closest" in 
the norm-square rror sense to the true density. 
A computer simulation of the averaging scheme incorporating each of 
the two foregoing regression functions was carried out with the true density 
a mixture of three one-dimensional Gaussian density functions, i.e., 
3 
h(x; b*) ~ Z P~N(mi, a). (39) 
i=1 
The parameters were chosen as follows: 
Pi = ½ and known, 
m 1 = --3 and unknown, 
m 2 = 0 and unknown, 
m a = 3 and unknown, 
~r = 1 and known, 
V= 36. 
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The computer-simulation results are shown in Fig. 2 and 3. Figure 2 com- 
pares the norm-square error in the quasi-Bayes estimator with that of two 
of the underlying s.a. estimators, one being the s.a. estimator having starting 
point closest to b*. Similarly, Fig. 3 compares the norm-square error in the 
averaged estimator based on/ ' (b)  with that of the s.a. estimator (based on 
-P(b)) having starting point closest to b*. The curves for the other s.a. 
estimators based on -P(b) fell outside the range of the figure. 
Let us note at this point the computer requirements of the quasi-Bayes 
averaging method. Storing the s.a. estimates requires simply sV  = s I~iL1 Vi 
words of computer storage where s is the dimensionality of the parameter 
vector, and the weighting coefficients, i.e., either P((br)0 ] g~)or q((br)o 1 Y~, 
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require V = ~Ii=1 gi words of computer storage for a total of (s + 1) 1FIi=l Vi 
computer words, excluding the storage requirement of the program which 
is usually small by comparison. The computation time per recursion at the 
nth stage is fixed. Most of the computation time is used to compute the 
weighting coefficients. If r is the time required to update P((br)0 [ Y~), then 
8 
.r I-[i=1 Vi seconds are required to compute all the weighting coefficients. 
On the other hand, ifp((br)n I Yn), r = 1, 2 ..... V, were used as the weighting 
coefficients, then the computation time would be approximately ~ 1-i~=1 Vi. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
By superimposing a superefficient estimator upon the s.a. scheme by 
means of forming an average of several s.a. estimators, it is possible to 
deemphasize the starting point and improve the performance of the s.a. 
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method over that obtainable with one s.a. estimator whose starting point 
is chosen at random. Although the averaging technique was discussed in 
connection with the Kiefer-Wolfowitz-type s.a. method, it applies to the 
Robbins-Monro method as well. Moreover, the techniques of Cruz-Diaz 
(see Wilde (1964), p. 178) and Kesten (1958) might be incorporated, if
desired, in incrementing the s.a. estimators. 
I f  for a particular family of density functions the regression function is 
multimodal, then the averaging technique may be employed to prevent 
convergence to a local maximum other than the global maximum, provided 
that V is large enough. That is, in addition to singling out the s.a. estimator 
having the best starting point, the averaging technique is also an automatic 
parallel-processing algorithm. Another discussion enlarging upon the 
computational details of the quasi-Bayes method is contained in Liporace 
(1970). 
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